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DNA AND POLICE INVESTIGATIONS
IS LAW ENFORCEMENT READY FOR THE NEW SCIENCE?

The field of DNA research is evolving almost daily, with new identification abilities becoming available that are indelibly changing criminal forensic technology. Is law enforcement ready, though, to make use of the new science? As long as society pursues justice, the need for the system to positively identify criminal suspects will be the critical factor in prosecution. What is changing are the methods we use to make those identifications, and the resources available to make use of those changes. Future effectiveness solving crime will depend upon how effective police are at implementing new DNA analysis technology to identify criminal suspects and detect cases when DNA has been altered or manufactured for scientific or medical purposes.

Science is Advancing Quickly

In a 2009 report by ABC News, a panel of experts ranked the ten most important medical advances of the decade. Number one in that ranking was the mapping of the human genome, labeled a landmark advance on par with going to the moon.\(^1\) Mapping the human genome is considered the key to unlocking the secrets of DNA.\(^2\) Curing disease, or lessening the effects of ailments is a significant motivation for the rapid advance of bio-science; however, projects to extend the human lifespan and improve capabilities are often better funded because of the strategic interests of our nation. Federally funded research has also been conducted to develop DNA recovery and


\(^2\) Ibid.
inspection for purposes of establishing the identity of the donor for military, homeland security and law enforcement purposes.  

**DNA Analysis**

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) contains the human blueprint or what scientists commonly call the human source code. With a complete profile developed from evidence left at a crime scene, forensic scientists can identify or eliminate people based upon their sex, race or even family ancestry. The reliability of DNA evidence has risen to the same standard enjoyed by fingerprint evidence. With DNA evidence gathered from a crime scene, police can identify suspects or witnesses who might have previously been at the scene, or identify an otherwise unknown victim. Every human being can leave behind residue consisting of fluids, hairs or skin cells that contain a DNA profile that is unique to the contributor.

Further complicating the science of human identification by DNA analysis is the field of human organ growth. One significant benefit of the advances in DNA technology is the development replacement limbs and appendages using stem cells. An unanticipated result of the Iraq and Afghan wars is the increased speed of research in this field due to the sudden increase in demand. We can be certain the cloning of a human being will occur as scientists have demonstrated the ability to clone animals successfully. Current laws in the U.S and many modern countries ban human cloning; however, as
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other countries acquire the scientific knowledge necessary for cloning, American law will be irrelevant to their application of this science. The discovery of DNA has made an amazing impact on the field of human identification but, this field is just developing and more advances can be expected in the future. What type of DNA evidence can we expect to find from a crime scene involving a suspect with a laboratory-grown body part, or eventually, a human clone? Even now, advances in DNA evidence are both improving and complicating the prosecution process.

Analysis Techniques Improve with Touch DNA

The ability of crime scene investigators to obtain DNA evidence that identifies suspects has dramatically increased in the past two years with the discovery of Low Copy Number DNA, more commonly known as touch DNA. This new method of analyzing minute amounts of DNA is gaining acceptance in courts across the nation and allows investigators to determine a criminal’s identity using just a few human cells left behind at the crime scene. Oftentimes, a suspect need only touch a surface to leave enough cells for coding in this process.

As DNA analysis techniques and other human identification technologies advance, law enforcement personnel will require more training to apply the new technology to solve cases. Forty years ago, detectives handled items of evidence with handkerchiefs and pencils. Twenty years ago, rubber gloves became the new standard for use in handling evidence. As the ability to collect trace evidence for DNA examination improves to the cellular level, crime scenes will be treated much like a laboratory clean
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room or a hazardous materials scene. Molecular evidence collected for DNA analysis may contain cells from emergency workers or the first responding officers to the crime. The more contributors to a sample, the more difficult and time consuming the analysis becomes. In the near future, anyone entering a crime scene where DNA is to be collected will have to wear masks and disposable jumpsuits, since the mere presence of skin cells from an investigator could add another DNA profile requiring identification.

The Demand on Crime Labs

The selection of cases for evidence analysis will become more important with the increased ability to develop DNA profiles. Forensic laboratories have to have rules on which types of cases qualify for their efforts, especially when the analysis is taxpayer funded. As an example, an investigator might like to have evidence from a misdemeanor crime analyzed for DNA evidence; however, if the laboratory accepted all such requests they will become bogged down in a never-ending backlog of cases, a good example of this phenomena is at the FBI laboratory which, had 3,200 cases waiting in 2010.¹⁰

Laboratories that do not anticipate the new demands of DNA analysis could become ineffective at providing relevant results for prosecution.¹¹ State and local crime labs are already lagging behind with requests for traditional DNA analysis requests. Low Copy DNA analysis will open up a new range of possibilities and consequently increased evidence submissions.¹² All this adds up missed filing deadlines for prosecutors and runs against the statue of limitations on many crimes. DNA results that come back after time has run out to file a case are a wasted effort. With significant backlogs, cases will have to

¹¹ Ibid.
be screened at the outset and many solvable cases will may make it to the technician for analysis.

Similarly, an increased reliance upon DNA evidence will certainly result in a corresponding increase in the desire to collect evidence that may yield suspect DNA. This could naturally lead to an increased need for field evidence technicians to examine likely locations and collect evidence samples for testing. The increased exposure of the value of DNA evidence by the media during high profile cases will likely result in better public education.\textsuperscript{13} The most publicized trial in American history\textsuperscript{14}, the O.J. Simpson criminal trial, was televised from beginning to end. A public better educated in DNA science will likely expect more both as jury members and as the voting public.

The impact of this issue amongst various law enforcement agencies will vary depending upon their existing or planned criminalistics capacity. Agencies without a forensics laboratory either use one of the State’s regional crime labs, an allied agency crime lab or a private laboratory under a contractual agreement. In the emerging landscape of analysis, agencies will be largely affected by those decisions made by outside entities (i.e. the outside lab or the state legislature) and they may or may not actually have input in how those decisions are made. It is more likely the most significant issue these agencies will face will be limited to the training of their crime scene technicians or in some cases their patrol personnel who collect the trace evidence. These personnel will require updated knowledge in the possible sources, collection and handling of trace evidence before it goes to the lab for analysis.

Agencies that operate forensics laboratories will be affected differently because they are performing the DNA analysis functions themselves. The impact of advancements in the field will require more training and in some cases more personnel. Small amounts of DNA collected as touch DNA require laboratory amplification before a profile can be identified. Existing personnel will need additional training on the new low-copy DNA analysis techniques along with the operation of newly available scientific equipment. Some professional affiliations, such as the International Association for Identification will promote and facilitate advanced training and in other cases, state and federal grant programs will cover the expense of additional training. A grant program from the U.S. Office of Justice Programs is one such source of funding.

Training Need for the Future

New training should include the methodology and applicability of low-copy DNA in all crimes that currently yield DNA evidence. In addition, laboratory submission guidelines should be reviewed to take into account the increased ability to obtain evidence results on crimes not previously considered qualified for DNA analysis. By today’s standards, DNA-qualified crimes are commonly limited to murder, sexual assault and kidnapping. Today, though, we have the ability to obtain low copy DNA evidence from crimes as varied as robbery, theft and fraud. Policy makers in agencies operating laboratories should revisit these qualification standards in conjunction with the District Attorney to establish if the submission requirements should be revised to reflect the newest technology.

The forensic laboratory manager should also assess the equipment needs of the facility based upon the expected needs of the technicians who will be performing the processes. This is important since the cellular amplification required for low copy DNA
analysis will require additional equipment. This needs analysis should also anticipate the expanded demand that can be anticipated from an increased workload in the laboratory because of any revisions to the submission requirements. If the laboratory will begin to accept DNA analysis requests for lesser crimes (i.e. simple theft or burglary) then more work will be generated. Since the turn-around time in any lab is dependant upon the availability of personnel and the capacity of the equipment, lab managers should ensure their lab has enough equipment to maximize their effectiveness.

Conclusion

Science will continue to advance in many areas not necessarily impacting upon law enforcement. We are, however, beneficiaries of change in far more areas that may be readily apparent. In this article we have discussed the benefits of scientific advances as they apply to forensic analysis; however, law enforcement leaders will continue to see many benefits from science including improvements to the way society receives police services, improvements in the management of the police profession and through bioengineering, improvements to the actual personnel who work in the law enforcement profession.

Sociologists tell us that crime will always be present to some extent in every civilization. The introduction of bio-engineered human organs and ultimately cloned human beings will only complicate the investigation of crimes for the police. Will DNA analysis result in positive identifications of clones? What about fingerprints, could we lose a time-tested method of identification when fingerprints cease to be unique? These questions will persist in the forensic identification field as we get closer to that reality. To be sure, identification issues of the future will challenge the law enforcement profession to an extent we can only imagine.
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